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HOW TO USE THIS REPORT

In the pages which follow, you will see descriptions of your character traits,
relationship potentials and challenges, as well as career potentials, and even
more.
All or most of these sometimes intimate descriptions will be linked in some
way with your past lives and your experiences in the planetary realms between
lifetimes (the interlife).
Yet, you may ask, how can this information best be used?
First, HELP YOURSELF. The enclosed uplifting commentary can only be truly
beneficial if you see it as a means of self-help and self-transformation. So to
get the maximum practical benefit out of each page of this report, focus on
connecting what you read with what is going on in your life now.
Next, LOOK FOR PATTERNS. When you see repeated references -- for
instance to similar careers, pursuits or vocations -- you should consider these
references seriously. They demonstrate a positive karmic connection which
you now have with these same career-related potentials from past life
endeavors. So, because of prior life success, these areas of expression
should be easier for you to find rewarding or to succeed in, as compared with
in other areas.
Also, pay close attention to REMEDIAL MEASURES. For instance, you may
be given an affirmation to use in meditation (or a prayer). Or you may be given
a crystal/gemstone to wear. These means of balancing out challenging
vibrations can indeed be very helpful, especially if used in a hopeful manner.
Finally, this report is a synthesis of past life and planetary interlife
interpretations originally given clairvoyantly by Edgar Cayce, for individuals with
your same planetary patterns at birth. So in applying this report to your personal
life, you should RESPECT INNER GUIDANCE --through dreams, meditation
and past life regression for example -- as primary resources for this kind of
information; and most important, RESPECT YOUR FREE WILL! You alone
must choose and know what is really best for you.

Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the
time of your birth.
Astrologer Ry Redd calculated on computer the astrology charts for hundreds
of people who received readings by Edgar Cayce which contained
astrologically based information. By studying these astrology charts, Ry Redd
determined what planetary influences were most likely responsible for the
readings by Edgar Cayce. In many cases the astrological basis of the Cayce
readings appears to be very straightforward. From this information Ry Redd
was able to develop, in conjunction with the computer programmers at Cosmic
Patterns Software, an analysis of your birth chart as Ry Redd believes that
Edgar Cayce's psychic readings would have interpreted it. Ry Redd's research
effort was exhaustive and was conducted over many years, some of which was
spent at the Edgar Cayce library at the Association for Research and
Enlightenment headquarters in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
For the benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other
technical information, are listed below:
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Harmonious aspects are: Trine or Sextile
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Your Past Life Report begins on the following page . . .

Your Sun harmoniously aspects Neptune.

Your mystical, intuitive and spiritual sensitivity arises from your past lives,
perhaps in early Roman times, or in the Egyptian/late Atlantean period. Then
you may have been a seer with expertise in the religious mysteries of the day
and in healing through the laying of hands. Your likely interest in group
meditation, symbology, holistic health, and astrological timing arises from such
past life experiences.
From your afterlife experience in the Neptune dimension, your
imaginative urges create strong mystical impressions within you. At times,
when you meditate or simply rest, the actions expressed in your visions and
daydreams may elicit such intense emotions that you may feel as if you had
actually experienced them.
Since Neptune is a higher octave of Venus, ruler of the arts, your
Neptunian attunement and sensitivity give you abilities related to the arts in
virtually any direction, whether as an actor, a dancer, an artist, musician or art
critic.
Although you would do well in any creative endeavor, you are also gifted
with healing power, especially in applying, for example, music and color to
emotional disturbances. Hence, combining analytical or depth psychology with
your creative and mystical sensitivities may suggest fields that will bring you
deep understanding, if judged from the spiritual side.
You may also achieve a great deal through service for others, caring for
others, helping those less fortunate. To be a channel of blessings to others is
the purpose of every soul coming into the material world. For you particularly,
serving others may have special rewards. If it is in keeping with your ideals, you
would gain much in service involving an organized charitable institution or
missionary branch of a church denomination. Public leadership involving large
organizations through speaking to groups and writing is also indicated.
In addition, things that come over water or upon water are likely to be
significant in your experience. Travel and law, especially in connection with
these, should also be a portion of your activities. [997-1, 2835-1, 2483-2,
2855-1, 1442-1, 2326-1, 315-4]

Your Sun is sextile Uranus.

You have a great deal of originality, ingenuity, independence, and intuitive
ability. Because of your exceptional intellectual and higher consciousness
capabilities, to some people you seem inclined to be a dabbler into an
extraordinarily wide variety of subjects, projects, and occupations (a Jack-ofall-trades, yet master of some). Your futuristic, scientific/technological as well
as mystical, New Age interests are sometimes light years ahead of the
mainstream. Your main motivation is likely to be helping others through your
abiding interest in things psychological and astrological, especially in esoteric
traditions.
Your afterlife experience in the Uranus dimension of awareness tends to
make you an extremist. Feeling that anything worth doing is worth overdoing,
you do not go at anything halfheartedly. Yet know that only in the Christ
consciousness may extremes be brought together and made compatible with
one another. Others may see you as taking rather circuitous routes to achieve
your many pioneering goals, because you build your convictions gradually from
careful evidence, although never losing sight of your goals.
Regardless of such outside skepticism as this, you have probably gained
a lot in soul development in this experience. Just be sure to keep in mind a
certain promise: if you turn within, through your prayer, meditation and dream
life, you will know that your Redeemer lives. He is your Guide in correlating,
centering, and coordinating your Uranian activities and interests.
Your most prominent past life was probably an Atlantean one, where you
may well have been quite influential in unifying teachings for the moral,
intellectual, and material uplift of others. In the present, you can best aid
seekers -- whether beginners or advanced students, laymen, the great or the
would-be great -- in knowing their true relationships to their souls, their God,
and their overall purpose for being here, through the application of spiritual
guidance and philosophy. You may be the greatest help to others by giving
advice which aids them in their seeking for truth, without becoming dogmatic.
Such an activity is likely to bring you the greatest blessings as well. [1210-1,
5145-1, 398-1, 2403-1, 2786-1]
Your Moon is conjoined with Sun.

The shadows of your experiences in the general solar system activity of
the Sun and Moon have their influence upon your relationships and other
activities this lifetime. Yet these influences from the Sun and Moon are only
mental urges which arise. Along with inclinations from your between life
experiences in the spheres of Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune, they express your overall soul individuality, rather than your
emotional personality, which is from your previous incarnations in the earth.
Now, a conjunction of the Sun with the Moon occurs at the New Moon and
a Full Moon occurs when the Moon is opposite the Sun. You chose to start a
new earth life at the time of a New Moon. (If you were born just after the New
Moon, you are likely to be more objective in your awareness than if born just
before the New Moon, in which case you will be more subjective and
reflective.)
Because the Sun rules your life or soul force, this key conjunction aspect
gives you considerable vitality, with a tendency to go "all out" in whatever
direction you choose to take in life.
In summary, you have risen high in your abilities, and unless there is
continual application of your will respecting spiritual ideals, these very abilities
you have maintained through the Sun's influence may become stumbling
stones.
To insure that your abilities and experiences will instead be stepping
stones for soul growth, keep your desires always in creative and constructive
directions.
Above all, pray that the purposes of your heart will keep you in the
direction of the Christ. "As I contemplate my associations with others, Lord, I
find that I need to exercise the quality of detachment. My involvements seem
literally to consume me at times, sapping my physical as well as emotional
strength. I pray, therefore, to view things in a less personal way. Please help
me control the tendency I have of getting completely caught up in the situations
around me." [1958-1]
Your Moon harmoniously aspects Neptune.

You have such a highly developed imagination over many lifetimes to
where you could easily be successful as an author/creator of mystical

symbolism or as a writer of inspirational literature and song. In addition to your
special emotional sensitivity, you also have a sharp psychic feeling-awareness.
Yet, being highly emotional, you may often allow your emotions or sentiments
to run away with your better judgment, unless it is thoroughly grounded in ideals
(and not ideas but ideals).
However, you will find that activities in any phase of endeavor require not
only judgment but sacrifice; not sacrifice of principle, but a sacrifice of service
so that there may be a more perfect understanding of your soul purpose this
lifetime.
With your Moon in a resourceful, flowing pattern with watery Neptune, you
will often have beneficial experiences involving spirituality, mysticism and
creative inspiration. "Good karma" is then your lot this lifetime, opening up to
you contacts with souls from past lives through whom you accomplished a
great deal inwardly, say through spiritual channeling and healing as well as
more outwardly in a lifetime as a mystical artist or temple musician.

Expect a lot of your resourcefulness in these areas to come through
travel -- either by you are by others in your life -- near or over large bodies of
water. Proximity to water, particularly the ocean and large lakes or rivers, is
likely to enhance your spiritual attunement and personal centering.
Relative wealth and ease may also be part of your experience -- rather
than poverty and hardship --but this moderate level of affluence and comfort in
your lifestyle may well be from karmic earnings in past lives rather than through
actual earnings in this life. That is, you may more than once find material
benefits coming into your life through inheritances or through the labor and
mental efforts of others (who may wish to sponsor or support you, for
example).
The main drawback to this trait is an above average vulnerability to your
emotional environment. Your health, even if only expressed in a tendency to
put on weight or to have minor digestive problems, is then likely to require extra
attention because of your susceptibility to conflict and pressure in your home
or work environment.
One way you may control your sensitivity and make good use of your
creativity at the same time is through bringing into the experiences of others,

especially in so-called "little" ways, that which is distinctly creative and
constructive. You may also encourage those who have lost hope in spiritual
ways of living. You would do this well in giving advice and counsel from the
mental level (through the means suggested above, for instance)) which brings
hope, help and love into the experiences of others. In addition to the good it
will do others, you will through such efforts be creating for yourself positive
karmic advantages for your next life. [1885-2]
Your Moon harmoniously aspects Uranus.

You are bringing into your present life highly original talents and concepts
from your long ago lifetime in Atlantis. Your former soul sojourn in the unusual,
individualistic dimension of Uranus carries your Atlantean talents and positive
karma with others over into the present. This gives you brilliant, inventive,
creative and inspirational leadership abilities in spiritual yet scientific,
progressive and enduring "New Age" philosophical movements.
You are inclined to be very spiritually oriented, both outwardly and
inwardly, but usually not at the same time. Great emotional influences also
appear in your experience, but with an inclination outwardly to be cold and
reserved rather than intensely emotional, yet having a great deal of emotion
inwardly.
You have considerable power to heal others through the strong action of
your touch and counsel, the genius of your teaching and the magnetism of your
personality. You are likely to have an extraordinary life full of extremes and
unexpected changes.
Through your keen, virtually psychic level of intuition and mental alertness,
you will probably make a distinct opportunity out of every obstacle you
encounter by willfully converting each stumbling block into a stepping stone
toward the Light. Such a positive approach to life is uniquely your own and is
something that you certainly should share with others in need of upliftment and
inspiration. [1089-3, 1958-1, 633-2]
Your Mars is conjoined with Saturn.

You are always busy, both with your hands and with your mind. Your
ambition, power drive and energy will always require a great deal of direction in
the spiritual rather than the material or financial area of your life.

However, because of a likely misuse in past lives, power may be denied
you in this lifetime unless you put all your trust, purpose and hope in the Christ
and His ways. Your tendency to worry and become blocked over situations in
which others disappoint you can be cleared up by trust in His power working
with you.
Now, Mars is the consciousness dimension concerned with activity and
applied energy related to material things. Positive expressions of Martian
energy include courage, valor and clean competitiveness. Negative
expressions are usually manifested emotionally as aggression and anger.
On the other hand, Saturn is the realm of remolding by the necessity for
change. Martian energy is often restricted; for it must work within the common
sense boundaries of Saturn's urge for change and growth.
This interplay of the forces of Mars and Saturn may manifest outwardly as
inertia on one hand or as serious challenges raised by those with whom you
are associated, especially in career and financial decisions. The problematic
activities of those who oppose you are likely to involve their anger as well as
your own, or drives to satisfy personal wishes.
In Saturn is therefore found many changes in your associations and
activities with others, along with changes in your purposes and guiding ideals.
As these somewhat traumatic changes have come in your life, your first
reaction has probably been one of confusion. At these times you can always
CHOOSE whether or not to become involved in problems with others which
cause you to lose your hold on the real Life in you as manifested through the
Christ-Consciousness.
These personal power challenges are likely to remain with you until you
choose to recognize Saturn's potential for positive changes. Do this through
losing your self wholly in the Christ and His purposes in always doing for
others. Consider not what others can do for you, but what you might do for
them. [3573-1, 1438-1]

NOTE: The Zodiac signs of the Sun and Moon are
analyzed below. First they will be analyzed in

the Tropical zodiac. If the positions are
different in the Sidereal zodiac, then they
will also be analyzed in the Sidereal zodiac.
Also, if the Sun and Moon are in the same zodiac
sign, then only the Sun position is interpreted;
the Moon position, being the same as the Sun
position, does not need to be interpreted in
this case.

Your Sun is in Pisces (Tropical zodiac).

Coming under the influences of Pisces, water and religion or spiritual
matters are likely to have an untold influence on you. Of course, this depends
upon the way you respond to these kinds of experiences, for they have
probably played an important part or at least have been innate in your
experience through many lifetimes in the earth.
Pisces means or symbolizes what is naturally, or by its very nature,
representative of influences of the higher soul or higher spiritual level. Hence
those things of the spiritual nature should preferably be the way in which your
judgments are drawn, as to whether this or that activity should be your impelling
influence. Not that you should become lost in motives or in influences
impelling your actions: just use those things of the spiritual import as the
measuring rod of your activities and experiences.
In light of this, the period around the birth and ministry of Jesus, the
Christ, is the clearest past life for you to recall and build upon in the present.
You may even remember a lifetime as part of Roman culture, where priority
was placed upon position in society and in the military.
Another early Church memory might be stronger for you: the hills around
Galilee and the desert near the Dead Sea where the Essenes and others
gathered to meditate and study. Then too you may be emotionally drawn to
painful scenes of being among early Christians who were martyred for the
courage of believing in the Messiah. Regardless of specifics, you are quite
likely always to be dominated by a sense of expectancy and mystery.
In later lifetimes since the early Church period, you were probably
celibate, as a nun or monk of a leading religious order.

Noble, compassionate Jupiter and spiritual, mystical Neptune are the two
rulers or key symbols for the sign of Pisces. From Neptune comes the intuitive
forces, the mystical or mysterious influences in your experience, whether you
allow them to be mentally or consciously active or not. Another influence of
these planets as expressed through Pisces is that although you have a great
deal of compassion, you may be too passive in expressing your personal
energy and soul force. Also, it will probably be much easier for you than for
most people to suppress your sexual desires because of the memory of one
or more past lives when you set aside your personal concerns for the good of
the entire community. [816-3, 1506-1, 997-1]
Your Sun is in Aquarius (Sidereal zodiac).

Aquarius makes for the application of your mental self, so that there are
tendencies for you to analyze carefully any given project, or any undertaking
dealing with the material world. Also, the more often you undertake projects
when others must be considered as well, it will be far better that you manifest a
truly cooperative spirit while doing so.
The planet ruled or symbolized by Aquarius is Uranus, which is the purely
Atlantean planet. In other words, Uranus is the principal theme of Aquarius,
and because Uranus is the realm of a distinctive Atlantean nature, then
Aquarius is the zodiacal sign best symbolized by thoughts, personalities and
activities akin to the series of prehistoric "space age" civilizations known as
Atlantis.
For example, you may once have been involved with scientific discovery
and invention, and therefore in the present have the potential again for
investigating more scientific or technical areas like computers, engineering,
inventing, research, astrology and parapsychology, space travel and the like.
Other similar experiences and abilities with high technologies ranging
from electronics in medicine to communications are close to you in terms of
your interests and abilities, yet are far away in time. This is also true of a great
number of souls who have incarnated in the twentieth century (especially since
World War Two), with memories spanning many millennia between the present
time and the ancient Atlantean civilizations.
Yet other lifetimes have surely intervened since your Atlantean

incarnation. They could range from being an astrologer or magician in the
courts of kings to a dedicated pioneer at the frontier of a new land. Or you may
have been one who set sail for distant ports only to be carried away in search
of lost legends. Other lives, including the present one, could well feature you
as one whose stride through life has labeled you as a dreamer, at least to more
material-minded souls. [1265-1, 3902-2]

Your Past Life Decanates
According to an ancient Vedic astrology method
still practiced in India, Past Life Planets are realms
in which you sojourned between earth lifetimes. They
are identified through the position of your sidereal
Sun and Moon in the decanates (a decanate is a onethird division of a zodiac sign; each is ruled by a
planet). Any patterns involving these Past Life
Planets are therefore of special importance. Pay extra
attention, then, to any sections of your Report which
interpret these planets.
NOTE: If your Sun and Moon are both located in a
decanate which is ruled by the same planet, then
only the Sun position is interpreted; the Moon's
decanate position, being the same as the Sun's,
therefore does not need to be interpreted.
Your Sun is in Libra Decanate

Your sidereal Sun in LIBRA decanate, which is ruled by Venus. Venus as
Past Life Planet points to high priorities in creativity, sociability and
relationships, especially in your family/home life and in the world of nature.
Urges toward these experiences and interests from your sojourn in the Venus
dimension are likely to originate in parallel lifetimes of soul development
through these areas of self-expression.
Especially indicated are lives in the early Jewish-Christian Church and later
as an artist-musician in modern times, whether in the West (Europe and/or
America), or in modern or colonial Asia.
Your Moon is in Pisces Decanate

Your sidereal Moon is in the decanate of Pisces, which is co-ruled by
Neptune and Jupiter. This points to prominent soul journeys in the interlife
realms of Jupiter and Neptune, and to one or more parallel lifetimes in which
you were dedicated to spirituality, humanitarian, healing-oriented and spiritual,

mystical endeavors. Your experiences then may have brought you prominence
or notoriety in spiritual causes ranging from the Essenes and Gnostics around
the time of Christ to Eastern temples and ashrams and later, medieval or
modern monastic life.
Of likely special interest to you in your present life are mysticism, spirituality
and most movements toward Oneness and the mysteries of Life and Nature,
including dreams and mystical kinds of music and art. These interests and
urges are intensified from lifetimes where the sea or large bodies of water
played a large role, as well as from your soul experiences between earth
incarnations in the realms of Neptune and Jupiter.

